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Bodelin Ships First Wireless ProScope
For the iPad, iPhone and iPod touch
June 9th 2010, Lake Oswego, Oregon. Bodelin Technologies, manufacturers of the ProScope HR and
ProScope HR2 high res handheld digital microscopes have taken a giant step with a wireless model for
the iPad, iPhone and iPod touch.
ProScope Mobile is powered by three AA batteries and works on Wi-Fi. In fact, it creates it’s own Wi-Fi
network and can be used simultaneously with up to 253 devices of any combination of iPads, iPod
touch, or iPhones. ProScope Mobile utilizes an app called Airmicro (iPhone/iPod touch) and
AirmicroPad (for the iPad) and is a FREE download from the iTunes App Store.
ProScope Mobile users can view live images, freeze them and capture them to the Photo Album of their
device. For Apple users, the photos go directly into iPhoto when synced with the base computer.
Imagine a classroom filled with iPads. Each student would simultaneously see what the teacher is
showing with the ProScope Mobile. When the teacher presses the capture button on the ProScope
Mobile, that image is captured in the photo album of each students iPad at the same time.
Doctors can show patients live images and add these images into practice management apps and
software. This would be a great advance in telemedicine.
Crime scene investigators can snap images on an iPhone and email them to a colleague at the lab or to a
collaborative agency.
Field scientists can use an Apple mobile device with the ProScope mobile to examine specimens on site
without destroying a sample to transport to a lab.
Most recently ProScope customers in manufacturing quality control and the oil industry have asked for a
wireless model to inspect for leaks, cracks and corrosion.
Like previous ProScope generations, ProScope Mobile users can select from a wide variety of lens
magnifications from 0-10X, 30X, 50X, 100X, 200X and 400X. There are also adapters for analog
microscopes and borescopes. ProScope mobile can also be sold in popular ProScope kits and current
customers can even trade up to the ProScope Mobile.
ProScope Mobile ships today (6/9/2010) worldwide and ProScope dealers have stock.
For video, high res images and tech specs visit http://www.proscopehr.com
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